UNLOCKING
WEALTH

BEWARE THE BRAKES, APPLAUD THE DRIVERS

In this, our last newsletter of an eye-opening and eventful year, we sign off from
2017 by paying tribute to the engine room of any economy: entrepreneurs.
The father of modern economics, Adam Smith, posited the view that entrepreneurship and innovation would
ultimately lead to ever-increasing wealth. This view has been echoed over the decades since Smith courtesy of
surveys, commentaries and cold, hard facts, with the World Economic Forum identifying entrepreneurship as one of
the drivers of sustainable growth economies.
The world, and South Africa, celebrated entrepreneurship week in November. So we too have chosen to focus on
this economic driver by looking not only at the support on offer to business owners through the FirstRand family,
but also by shining a light on the young entrepreneurs of the future and delving into ways in which to spur on
children’s instinctive entrepreneurial spirit.
In the context of our struggling local economy this conversation is vital but, as much as planning and positioning
documents like the National Development Plan, give lip service to business development, much is currently in a
state of stalemate as the country holds its breath ahead of the ANC Elective Conference in December. We look at
the possible economic scenarios which might play out based on the outcome of the conference.
A trend we have observed in 2017, which could be due to the political and economic uncertainty in South Africa
currently, is emigration. At this juncture, we would like to remind clients looking to relocate to other countries to discuss
the process and financial implications with RMB Private Bank. For those simply looking to externalise more wealth,
there are a few avenues on the table, from taking advantage of the R1 million annual Single Discretionary Allowance,
the R10 million annual Foreign Investment Allowance or the more regulated over R10 million options. In all instances,
we can provide further guidance and, where necessary, assist you via Ashburton Investments and FNB Securities.
Finally, with the festive season upon us, we take the opportunity to run through some essential security tips and
insights. Our message is simple: Enjoy a hard-earned rest and recharge your batteries, but remain ever vigilant in
both the real and online worlds.
Best wishes to you and yours this holiday season and we look forward to being of service to you in 2018.

DIVERSIFICATION KEY TO
MANAGING UNCERTAINTY

BELL RINGS ON A BRUISING YEAR
BY ERIC ENSLIN, CEO OF
RMB PRIVATE BANK
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LOOKING OFFSHORE?
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FIRING UP THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT IN SA’S YOUTH
Entrepreneurship has been touted
as an elixir for South Africa’s
youth and as a possible engine
to ignite economic growth. The
question is: How best to nurture
the instinctive entrepreneurship of
young South Africans to enable them
to spot opportunities and have the

OUTWIT VILLAINS WITH VIGILANCE

confidence in their abilities to start
businesses across multiple sectors?

December may be the season to relax, unwind and enjoy life, but it also

The key, for both the children of

goes hand-in-hand with fraud attempts, theft and mall robberies. Staying

wealthier South Africans and young

ahead of criminal elements – be it in the real world or online – often comes

innovators making their own way

down to watchfulness and exercising caution, from protecting your space

in the world is access to advice,

at the ATM, to keeping your personal log-in information secret, to ensuring

mentorship, skills and opportunities.

your personal information is out of sight and protected.
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EXCLUSIVE SPORTING EXPERIENCES COURTESY OF eBUCKS LIFESTYLE
eBucks Lifestyle and RMB Private Bank bring you the ultimate in sports
travel experiences for 2018. From golfing highlights at the US Masters and in
Abu Dhabi, to Wimbledon tennis and first-rate English Premiership football,
this new offering affords you the opportunity to enjoy some of the world’s
most iconic sporting events courtesy of our tailored sporting getaways.
READ MORE>

BELL RINGS ON A
BRUISING YEAR
BY ERIC ENSLIN, CEO OF
RMB PRIVATE BANK

Every year since 2008
commentators have
looked back and
described the year that
was as a ‘rollercoaster’
ride filled with
uncertainty. Egged on by
Nenegate in December
2016, 2017 was billed to
deliver more uncertainty
to South Africa. And it
certainly delivered.
The beginning of the year set the
tone for a period during which South
Africa - like the rest of the world was impacted by external economic
factors, as well as by internal political
and policy concerns. The upswing
in global growth – from which South
Africa usually benefits - was quickly
eroded by the unexpected cabinet

We are currently living through a

function of weak economic growth

time during which previously hidden

and the lack of implementation of

issues are being aired in public,

growth enhancing policies. With

from allegations of state capture,

that said, there are low hanging

to the condition of our state-owned

fruits which could boost confidence

companies. This rising level of

in the short term but require follow-

transparency is heartening, both

through in the medium to long term.

from a civil society and a political

In short, it is possible to turn the

perspective. In particular, we have

situation around. In the absence of

seen a rising involvement in 2017

action, however, South Africa will

of business both taking a stand and

unfortunately find itself not only out of

being compelled to walk the talk

the World Government Bond Index,

with regards to compliance, putting

but facing multiple downgrades.

the spotlight – quite rightly – on

Much hinges on the outcome

ethical practices, responsibility and
integrity. In this context, the fact that
people can voice their objections
openly speaks to the strength of our
Constitution and judiciary, as well
as the country’s strong culture of
civil action. This trend will certainly
continue in 2018 and beyond.

of December’s ANC Elective
Conference and the certainty or
uncertainty which comes from that
key vote. South Africa should know
the outcome by 20 December 2017;
this will give us guidance as to which
policies will be adopted by the ANC
and who will be leading the party into

reshuffle in March, which was

From an economic perspective,

the 2019 elections.

followed by an earlier-than-expected

South Africa has just weathered a

credit ratings downgrade by Standard

significant drought to produce what

Uncertainty and the rollercoaster

& Poor’s. Moody’s and Fitch followed

is likely to be the largest harvest

shortly thereafter. The economy

of grain in 36 years. Broadly, and

entered a technical recession and,

most fortunately, the economic

as I write, confidence remains weak

underperformance experienced over

with no signs of recovery, unless we

2017 has been cushioned by an

see aggressive and forward-thinking

upswing in global growth, commodity

year to come is, of course, also
opportunities to examine how we do
things, how we innovate and how we
improve our service offering. Both
from a strategic perspective and from
a technological vantage point, we
will continue to build on our digital,

policy amendments coming on stream prices, and a search for yield. And,
efficiency and client-centric focus of
despite unsettling events at home, the 2017. This trend will continue and
rapidly. Furthermore, government
rand has remained resilient. Inflation
finances have disappointed and it
accelerate in 2018 and beyond as we
appears that fiscal consolidation has

continues to moderate and this has

been placed on the back burner. This

allowed the central bank to ease

has increased the risk of another

interest rates. Our external balances

sovereign downgrade, as the country

continued to improve over the year,

witnessed in late-November when

the current account deficit for the first

Standard & Poor’s again led the pack

six months of the year is -2.2% of

by downgrading South Africa’s local

GDP, notably better than the -3.3%

debt. This time, Moody’s and Fitch

recorded for 2016.

stood firm on their assessments.

These positives highlight the fact

But it’s not all doom and gloom. There that, fundamentally, South Africa
are green shoots worth noting on the remains an attractive investment
economic, social and political front;

destination. Yet we have the threat

all of which come together to paint a

of additional ratings downgrades

more positive picture of the future for

hanging over our heads. Why? Well,

our somewhat tender country.

these pending downgrades are a

strive to constantly improve the way
you transact, lend, invest and insure.
Like 2017, the next 12 months
will raise challenges and bring up
uncertainties. At RMB Private Bank,
we approach years like this with
the conviction that how we steer
ourselves through these events
will set us up well for the future. In
the worlds of the great statesman
Winston Churchill: “Difficulties
mastered are opportunities won.”
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DIVERSIFICATION
KEY TO MANAGING
UNCERTAINTY

Most countries around the world are
currently living under a pervasive and
globally relevant trend: Uncertainty.
“The world has become a lot more
uncertain over the last five or six
years and this is not just South African
politics,” admits Chantal Marx, Head
of Research at FNB Securities.

be met by low production capacity. Consequently,

Marx cites the recent Kenyan elections, Brexit in the

has everything to play for as it heads towards the

UK, the leadership uncertainty in China as Xi Jinping’s

December ANC Elective Conference.

inflation would lift notably and monetary policy would
rise in response to higher inflation. Confidence and
investment activity would decline yet further. In this
situation, South Africa would experience a protracted
recession from 2020 onwards which would translate
into the further deterioration of government finances
and multiple downgrades, says Matikinca.
In light of the above, it is clear that South Africa

tenure comes to an end, as well as geo-political tensions
between North Korea and the United States as examples.
“Globally there is a lot going on at the moment and,

What does this mean for your investments?

locally, the ANC Elective Conference in December is just

Irrespective of the outcome of the ANC Elective

our version of this same uncertainty,” she says.

Conference in December, diversification will

Much of this South African uncertainty springs from

continue to be the dominant theme in the
year ahead. This ensures that portfolio risk is

who the ANC will elect as its next leader and, most

reduced, while taking advantage of the growth

likely, the next president of the country. While much

opportunities inherent in a diverse investment

speculation about the ultimate outcome is engulfing the

portfolio. In this way clients will be well positioned

country currently, what is crystal clear is that whomever
the victor, they will be faced with a strong need to

to maximise their risk-adjusted returns.

prioritise economic growth if South Africa is to lift out of

Based on the above scenarios, our base case

the stagnation.

of the most likely outcome is the Reformist

“While political uncertainty remains extremely

Stalemate which, we believe, had already been
largely priced into the asset class valuations.

high, the adoption of appropriate polices will

So, our weightings are not too far from their

help lift sentiment and economic growth,” says
Mamello Matikinca, Chief Economist for FNB.

respective benchmarks. More specifically:

RMB Private Bank is, therefore, focusing less on

•

Bond yields have already more than

the candidates and more on the macroeconomic

priced in junk status. We are close to a

policy and institutional regimes that could shape the

neutral positioning here.

macroeconomic outlook of the country. They are:

•

Equity positions (neutral weighting) are

Positive structural change

very well diversified. There is a natural rand

In this scenario, says Matikinca, South Africa would

hedge bias with 65% of the portfolio likely
to benefit from a weakening rand. Of this

experience domestic structural change that lifts

57% reflects positions where assets, costs

productivity as well as business and consumer confidence

and revenues are derived from offshore,

meaningfully. Measures which need to be adopted to

6% reflect positions where costs are rand-

achieve this could include; ensuring political certainty

based, but where revenues flow from

against a market-friendly policy backdrop; privatisation

offshore, and 2% where positions reflect an

of state-owned enterprises; increased infrastructure

element of import substitution. Exposure to

spending and an improvement in education outcomes,

South African economic sensitives, where

health delivery and a clamp down on corruption. In

revenues and costs are South Africa-based,

this regime, South Africa experiences strong economic

make up 28% of the portfolio, while a

growth, lower inflation and repo rate, and South Africa will

further 8% of the portfolio reflects positions

eventually earn back its investment grade status.

with an import cost component but where

Reformist stalemate

revenues are South Africa based.

This stalemate outcome, explains Matikinca, would see

•

a high degree of policy uncertainty being maintained

South African listed property reflects
a slight underweight position given the

and structural reform stagnation continuing. Business

very challenging local economic outlook.

and consumer confidence would not improve if such

There is, however, a significant rand

a scenario were to play out. In fact, trend growth

hedge component with 41% of the portfolio

would remain weak, resulting in further pressure on

exposed to offshore assets.

government finances. South Africa would lose its

•

investment grade status and sovereign ratings would

Offshore exposures also reflect a neutral
stance right now, ahead of the December

remain under downward pressure. However, the

conference.

independence of South Africa’s institutions is seen as
•

remaining relatively strong.

South African Cash exposures are
slightly elevated to ensure that we

Stagflation

have some powder dry to invest on any

Populist policies that lead to more government

meaningful market-moving outcomes.

intervention in the economy and a shift from fiscal
prudence to fiscal carelessness would be adopted
under such a scenario. The shift to popular spending
would lead to increased domestic demand which would
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LOOKING OFFSHORE?

With talk of looming downgrades
and amidst economic and political
uncertainty, many South Africans are
looking to externalise their wealth.
Fortunately, explains Chantal Robertson,
Head: Global Wealth Solutions and
Investments, RMB Private Bank’s simple
and effective processes and systems for
building your wealth also extend to
sending your money offshore.

to take out more than the allowances mentioned
above. This application requires tax clearance, a
full South African Revenue Service audit as well as
approval from the South African Reserve Bank.
With RMB Private Bank’s innovative solutions, your
investment strategy can be fairly flexible while still
remaining within the regulatory framework, thereby
giving you the freedom to choose how and where you
would like to invest your wealth.
Plus by using RMB Private Bank’s online banking
service or the RMB Private Bank App (log in, go to the

South African residents have the broad ability to invest

Forex tab) you can transact internationally while saving

offshore and, as an RMB Private Bank client, you have

on transaction charges, securing a better exchange

various options to diversify and access international

rate, and even enjoying eBucks rewards on Global

markets. South African resident individuals of 18 years

Payment and Global Receipt transactions (subject

and older are entitled to:

to standard eBucks Rewards earn rules). For more

•

Single Discretionary Allowance of R1 million:

information about the Foreign Exchange services

This may be used for a range of cross-border

search for ‘Forex’ on the RMB Private Bank website.

transactions, including travel, gifting and foreign
investment. No tax clearance is required should you

A gentle reminder…

wish to avail yourself of all or part of your Single

Any unutilised portion of your Single

Discretionary Allowance for foreign investment.
•

Discretionary Allowance and Foreign

Foreign Investment Allowance of R10 million:

Investment Allowance will fall away on 31

These funds can be used to invest in any foreign

December 2017. Should you still wish to make

asset and you have the freedom to structure

use of the 2017 Foreign Investment Allowance,

such investments using an offshore trust and/

we encourage you to contact us to start

or company. This allowance is subject to tax

this process as soon as possible, as the tax

clearance, but fortunately we can assist you with

clearance process can take up to a month.

the tax clearance application process.
•

Foreign investment in excess of R10 million: Not
many people are aware that an individual may apply
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WEALTHY ‘ANGELS’
GETTING BEHIND
ENTREPRENEURS

Business owners,
large and small, are
the lifeblood of any
economy; and fostering
their development
and success is widely
regarded as playing
an important role in
boosting any nation’s
bottom line. Given the
importance ascribed
to entrepreneurship,
each November a
week is dedicated to
celebrating the world’s
entrepreneurs. Globally
– and locally - this
takes place through
discussions, presentations
and the active support
of current and would-be
entrepreneurs.
Anyone who enjoys history, and
particularly unpicking the makings of

entrepreneurial ideas holds great

affluent individuals enjoy the input

potential. It also presents endless

of wealth advisors and specialists

opportunities for wealthy individuals

working behind the scenes, so too

who have a keen eye for talent and

do entrepreneurs need financial

are eager to back viable concepts in

support and know-how. In this respect

order to make a good return.

FirstRand Group’s FNB Business,

“However, angel investing remains

voted South Africa’s Top Business

is not conducted,” cautions Eric

work with entrepreneurs to streamline

highly risky and can result in financial Bank by the Sunday Times Top
Brands Survey 2017, is structured to
losses if proper due diligence
Enslin, CEO of RMB Private Bank.

their financial operations.

This includes investing in expert

As a FNB Business client you have

advice. You need to be adequately

access to free accounting services

informed about the sector, the type of such as Instant Accounting, online
business, current and past trends, as documents reservation services,
well as risks, in order to determine if

and a partnership with the CIPC is

you are making a good investment,

currently being formed to digitise

says Enslin. Seeking advice from

South Africa’s business registration

knowledgeable experts who have

processes. All pain points for the

earned their stripes in this field can

average entrepreneur.

only work to your advantage.

“Our message to entrepreneurs is

He points out that would-be angel

that we understand that it isn’t just

investors should also bear the

business to them and that is why

following in mind:

we remain committed to providing

•

meaningful solutions to help them

Beware of the risks – To be
successful you need to have an

grow,” says Mike Vacy-Lyle, CEO of

on that country’s ‘start-up’ culture and

appreciation for entrepreneurship. FNB Business. “Going forward, we
Given the high failure rate of new have some exciting developments

capitalistic credentials. In his book,

businesses that get started in

that will take us further in our

Americana: A 400 Year History of

South Africa, you have to make

American Capitalism, Bhu Srinivasan

room for failure. Success is never

looks at the influence of entrepreneurs

guaranteed.

the United States of America, will point
to the spirit of innovation which spurred

like Andrew Carnegie and John D

•

Don’t factor in overnight

Rockefeller on that country, and

returns – Patience is important.

highlights the United States’ gold-rush

You may only begin reaping the

past and make-it-big dream. “I think

rewards after 5 to 10 years.

that the cultural aspect is certainly
there,” Srinivasan said in an AEIdeas

•

Look behind the concept –
While you may be captivated

podcast in October 2017. “I mean, we

by an innovative concept, don’t

do encourage entrepreneurship in very

lose sight of the basics, such as

big ways. The fact that you have a lack

a comprehensive and succinct

of stigma in this country with failure –

business strategy, drive and

that I think is a very big thing.”

determination of the leadership,

In South Africa, this failure-friendly,

passion, risk appetite, expertise,

risk-open approach to starting a

financial management and

business is less evident, which

business culture.

is likely why we have fewer
Zuckerbergs, Gateses and Jobses

•

often offer more than just capital

rising up. However, in the ranks of

injection, but have a good level

the wealthier segments of society,

of involvement in the businesses

many high-net-worth individuals are

they are supporting. This can be

increasingly willing to take on more

in the form of mentorship support

risk when investing in promising

or offering strategic direction as an

business start-ups. Often, this
investment finds its expression
through early-stage angel investing
(which tends to provide seed capital
courtesy of affluent families or
individuals) or, in more formalised
cases, venture capitalism (for start-up
businesses or to facilitate expansion).
In South Africa the match-up between
willing angel investors and good

Get involved – Angel investors

executive board member.
“Angel investing is a long-term
investment strategy and should not
be rushed into, but rather carefully
considered and researched in order to
prevail as part of a sustainable wealth
building plan,” adds Enslin. Investing
in the personal and professional
growth of the entrepreneur is also of
the utmost importance. As much as

digital journey, and through
this we will continue to launch
amazing services, products and
partnerships, all aimed at taking the
anguish out of doing business.”
For all young entrepreneurs
willing to take the plunge of
being a self-starter in an effort to
make their own mark, there are
some fundamentals to success,
believes Enslin. Entrepreneurship
can only be successful if a solid
wealth management plan, which
encompasses goals and aspirations,
has been established. When
executed correctly the model and
principles can be replicated across
multiple generations, he says. That
includes building a profitable venture
which can be sold for a premium,
being open to diversification, looking
towards the long-term future of a
business, and taking each step along
the road seriously.
Launching, running and nurturing a
business is not a short-term game,
it is a responsibility which – for
some – will be handed down from
generation to generation; all the
while growing communities and
empowering individuals. This is why
we celebrate entrepreneurship and
those who dare to dream.
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FIRING UP THE
ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT IN SA’S YOUTH

Not only does South Africa mirror the
global state of affairs when it comes
to youth unemployment, but the
situation here is worse. Globally those
under 24 years of age make up 40%
of the world’s population and 41% of
the world’s unemployed, according to
the United Nations. In South Africa,
those younger than 34 comprise 66%
of the total population and, in 2017,
Statistics South Africa noted that
more than 54% of youngsters under
24 were unemployed.

HDI, which shares its youth insights annually through the

Faced with these daunting statistics, entrepreneurship

When it comes to know-how, business management

Generation Next report, points to a youth generation that
is hungry for success (22% want to be rich and 27% want
a good career, according to the 2017 report) and who
prize quality education (29%). They have all the ambition,
resilience and drive required of entrepreneurs, but they
are being let down by their know-how. Pantshwa notes:
“The missing link in South Africa, I believe, is that the
education system is not giving young adults sufficient
practical entrepreneurial skills and key business tools
to enable them. We’ve also identified that young adults
want brands that can assist them to gain these skills; from
how to sell yourself to how to turn your business idea into
something lucrative. They are looking for these skills.”

has been touted as an elixir for the country’s youth and as and executive skills rank way above all other abilities (at
20.9%) and 19% of the youth polled in the Generation
a possible engine to ignite economic growth across the
board. The question is: How best to nurture the instinctive

Next report regard being their own boss as the coolest

entrepreneurship of young South Africans to enable them

job imaginable – an insight which shows a decided affinity

to spot opportunities and have the confidence in their

with being in control of their own destiny.

abilities to start businesses across multiple sectors.

Because this group is so aspirational (they want cars

Within the FirstRand Group, two avenues for youth

and luxuries, international travel, property ownership

entrepreneurial support exist: Leveraging off the

and the ability to study further) they are well suited to

expertise within RMB Private Bank and the FirstRand

entrepreneurship; they just need greater exposure to

Group for the entrepreneurial children of wealthier

this as a career option. That said, a whopping 40% of

individuals and, for young innovators making their own

youngsters polled by HDI already want to open their own

way in the world, youth accounts through FNBy have

business, says Pantshwa, who believes South Africa’s

been especially crafted for those younger than 25.

youth are well able to succeed in their entrepreneurial

For RMB Private Bank clients, their future business
tycoons do have the added advantage of enjoying
access to an incredible platform of experts from
investment to offshore lending, business advice and
family services. This access is vital not only from an
entrepreneurship perspective, but also from a legacy

ambitions. “They are innovative and they are wellconnected in terms of the digital world, so they are in
a good space to evolve. They have what it takes to
come up with businesses, so we - including parents and
families - have to help create an environment for them to
see this as a viable career choice.”

point of view. According to a study published by the

In line with this thinking, HDI runs a knowledge-

Williams Group Wealth Consultancy in 2015, 70% and

sharing platform called Shift which aims to inspire and

90% of wealthy families lose their wealth by the second encourage youngsters towards greatness by exposing
them to talks at university as well as through online
and third generation respectively. For such families,
the need to pass on legacies to a younger generation

interactions. At the younger level, educational institutions

of leaders, who will be responsible for breathing new

like Future Nation Schools – founded by former

life into well-established corporations or scaling high-

FirstRand CEO Sizwe Nxasana and his wife, Dr Judy

growth potential businesses to new levels, is essential.

Dlamini – and SPARK Schools are also changing the

Entrepreneurship in this wealth context can only
be successful if a solid wealth management plan,
which encompasses goals and aspirations, has been

way they educate children to develop more inquisitive,
technologically savvy and self-motivated youngsters; all
traits which future entrepreneurs need.

established. When executed correctly the model and

Where businesses and brands, parents and families across

principles can be replicated across multiple generations.

the spectrum of society can play a role is by encouraging

But, getting this right requires expert input and guidance.

youths to take action and then supporting their efforts; this

Mentorship is not only vital for wealthier individuals,
it is an essential component when fostering business
abilities. HDI Youth Marketeers’s Client Service Director,
Cuma Pantshwa, believes access to mentors can help
young people to examine their business plans and
ideas, and set clearly defined goals. This, together
with the ability to learn relevant skills, is of utmost
importance to this generation – particularly those
looking to embark on an entrepreneurial path. “What
we’ve found is that young adults want money. And, in
this space, they seek brands that will help get them to
the next level and assist them in achieving their dreams.
They are worried about their futures and whether they
will get a job, and that is where entrepreneurship comes
in, because they’ve identified that in the midst of huge
unemployment there is a gap,” she says.

is critical if South Africa is to pave a better way forward
for the next generation and encourage entrepreneurship
among the youth to bloom. For companies, there is much
value to be imparted by working to understand the pain
points for young business owners, be it around registering
a business or opening an account, how to get market
access and funding, or even accessing basic how-to
information, all while increasingly shifting services into the
digital realms with which youngsters are so comfortable.
“It’s also important that brands and organisations help
these young entrepreneurs by investing time and skills
which will, in turn, unlock massive potential since youth
entrepreneurship offers innovative solutions for economic
growth among our young people,” says Pantshwa. Make
no mistake: their future is our future.
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OUTWIT VILLAINS WITH
VIGILANCE

December may be the
season to relax, unwind
and enjoy life, but it
also goes hand-in-hand
with fraud attempts,
theft and mall robberies.
While some events are
thrust upon us, others
we have full control to
avoid. Here’s how you
stay one step ahead of
the criminals:

Stay alert to avoid card skimming

cellphone. This can be done by

Another common technique used by contacting RMB Private Bank.
criminals is card skimming, where a

There are instances where things

skimming device is installed into an

go wrong with technology so, if

ATM or a POS device (mobile point- your card is swallowed by an ATM,
of-sale terminal) to obtain the details ensure you call RMB Private Bank
of the card. If, when inserting your

immediately to cancel the card.

card, the port seems unstable or

Ensure you keep the RMB Private

‘wobbly’ then cancel the operation

Bank Fraud number saved in your

immediately and report the machine. phone: 087 575 9444. Remember:
An ATM machine will always ensure When in doubt, err on the side of
a snug fit for your card.

caution. Leave the risk taking for

Keep your card, PIN and digital

the roulette table and not for the

Beware of ATM shoulder surfing

login details secret

banking universe.

Since the first ATM changed the way

Never compromise your PIN details,

we get cash, deposit cash and bank,

as it is your personal gateway to your

back in 1981, ATMs have sprung

account. This includes never writing it

up around the country. Today there

down or sharing it with anyone - even

are over 29 000 ATMs around South

your family, friends and bank officials.

Africa, reports BusinessTech, making
these handy machines a simple,
effective and efficient way to bank.
But that doesn’t mean you don’t
need to be vigilant when using these
machines, warns Cheryl Odayar,
Head of Legal, Risk and Compliance
at RMB Private Bank. She points
out that ‘shoulder surfing’, a method
used by fraudsters to take your card
and view your PIN details at an
ATM, is something you should be
particularly aware of.
‘Shoulder surfing’ can happen
anywhere and to anyone, but there
are some habits you can get into to
protect yourself:
•

Don’t allow anyone to help or
interrupt you while using the ATM.

•

Be aware of your surroundings
and who is around you.

•

Card & account control at
your fingertips
No matter where you are,
sunning yourself on a tropical

Similarly, when it comes to online

beach or exploring a new city,

banking login details, these too

RMB Private Bank’s digital

should be private and for your eyes

channels allow you to quickly

only. Nobody should have your login

and securely manage your

information but you.

cards and accounts. At the

This also applies to online shopping,

touch of a button or the swish

where you have to input your credit

of a screen you can:

card details onto external websites.

•

“Always use secure and reputable

Cancel lost/stolen cards*
or order replacements

websites for online shopping,” says
Odayar, “when in doubt make sure
that the web address starts with

•

Activate new cards

•

Control your

https:// and that there is a padlock

transactional limits*

image in the address field.” If not, you

(both internationally and

might be handing over your details to

domestically)

someone nefarious.

•

View or change your PIN

SIM swap fraud: Beware of signal

•

Temporarily block

loss while transacting digitally

misplaced or stolen cards

SIM swap fraud occurs when

on the RMB Private Bank

SIM card details are changed so

App and lock/unlock

fraudsters can access your One-

when required.

If you need help, only ask an

Time Pin (OTP) codes and SMS

There is no better travel

appointed bank official.

notifications. If you are banking

companion than the peace

Cover the keypad as you input

online and you lose reception while

of mind which comes with

your PIN with the other hand

expecting a notification, then log

the RMB Private Bank App

and stand as close to the

off, call your network provider and

and Online Banking. Now

machine as possible to shield

check if a SIM swap has been

the only queues you need

the keypad with your body.

activated and change your login

to worry about involve

details immediately. Remember,

getting into a renowned

if you use the RMB Private Bank

Michelin starred restaurant

App there is an additional layer of

or one of the world’s finest

security to avoid SIM swap fraud.

galleries or museums.

Save RMB Private Bank’s

*Simply download the RMB

contact details

Private Bank App > select

caution, says Odayar. If anything

Keeping an open line of

the arrow next to the Account

seems dubious or out of the

communication with the bank is

Number > then “Cards”.

•

•

Put your cash, card and slip
away before stepping away from
the machine.

If you are a business owner and
you deal regularly in cash deposits,
then you must exercise particular

Select the card, then the

ordinary, then cancel the transaction essential. If your cellphone is stolen,
and report your suspicions by calling or if you change devices, you should
the number on the back of your

immediately let the bank know in order

RMB Private Bank card.

to de-link your RMB Private Bank

“Cancel Card”/”Update Limits”
option and follow the prompts.

App from the previous device and
reconnect to your new or replacement
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eBUCKS LIFESTYLE UNVEILS FRONT-ROW SPORTING EXPERIENCES

eBucks Lifestyle has combined its
expertise in travel with the best in
sport to bring RMB Private Bank
clients the ultimate in sports travel
experiences for the new year.

TENNIS: WIMBLEDON CHAMPIONSHIP

What does that mean for you as a valued eBucks Lifestyle

prestigious title of Wimbledon Champion. Your eBucks

client? Well, this new offering affords you the opportunity

Lifestyle membership will secure you Platinum Hospitality

to enjoy some of the world’s most iconic sporting events

and a sought-after reserved seat for one day on Centre

courtesy of our tailored sporting getaways.

Court to enjoy the atmosphere and enchantment that

For 2018 we’ve created an array of unforgettable

comes with the world’s oldest tennis event.

opportunities for the sporting enthusiast, here are four

GOLF: US MASTERS

to whet your appetite:
GOLF: ABU DHABI HSBC GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
17 to 24 January 2018

July 2018
From R40 070 per person sharing
Enjoy summer in July at the All England Lawn Tennis
Club as the world’s best tennis players battle it out for the

1 to 9 April 2018
R42 580 per person sharing
The US Masters is one of golf’s most prestigious events.

From R21 320 per person sharing

This invitation-only tournament is in its 82nd edition

Golf’s most famous names kick-off the year by competing

at the celebrated Augusta National Golf Course and

for the coveted Falcon Trophy at the Abu Dhabi HSBC

continues to attract the cream of the world’s golfers.

Golf Championship. As an eBucks Lifestyle client you’ll

Through eBucks Lifestyle, enjoy access to the Rocky

not only enjoy four days of up-close excitement, but you

Patel premium cigar lounge and grab the chance to

are invited to play three rounds at any of the following

show off your skills at the three-hole putting course.

prestigious golf clubs: Saadiyat Beach Golf Club, an

As we move into 2018 now is the ideal time to pen some

unparalleled location skirted by the cobalt waters around

downtime into your diary and secure your front-row seat

Saadiyat Island; Abu Dhabi Golf Club, a 27-hole oasis in

at some of the world’s finest sporting extravaganza.

the desert dotted with palms and saltwater lakes; and Yas
Links Golf Club, a magnificently designed course which is
renowned for testing professionals, enthralling amateurs
and exciting beginners.
FOOTBALL: ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE MAN
UNITED VS LIVERPOOL
9 to 12 March 2018
From R24 800 per person sharing
Be there for the most anticipated match of the 26th
English Premier League Season as Manchester United
face Liverpool at home. You’ll be treated to the finest
Lancashire hospitality courtesy of your eBucks Lifestyle
credentials, while being entertained by outstanding
action from the uninterrupted views of the luxurious Sir
Alex Ferguson Stand.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE MADE EASY

– international gangs and syndicates prey on overseas

There are countless things to do before you jet off for a

tourists so, if you are out of the country or even just

well-earned break: checking your phone has roaming,
getting the dogs into kennels, reading up on your
chosen destination and ensuring you have sufficient
travel insurance in place.
High on your list of things to do is likely to be foreign
exchange. Fortunately RMB Private Bank has your back
when it comes to quickly and easily placing your order,
be it in foreign notes, a Multi-currency Cash PassportTM

out of town, be mindful of protecting your personal
information against identity theft. Don’t leave cards and
passports lying around your hotel room, rather make
use of the safe in the room. Also, never forget that RMB
Private Bank will never communicate with you via email
or SMS in a manner that requires you to open links, so
be aware of the nature of emails or SMSes you may be
receiving on your cellphone. When in doubt, delete.

(travel card) or a combination of both. Simply log into
your Online Banking profile, order your forex with 60
days of departure and, hey presto, it will be delivered
at no charge to your home or office. You can also top
up the balance using online banking while travelling, if
something appealing unexpectedly catches your eye.
Plus you’ll benefit by earning 50% back in eBucks
on your transaction charges when you spend foreign
currency online to pay for the likes of accommodation,
car hire or theatre tickets in advance. Showing that it
really does pay to plan ahead!
With the rand likely to come under more pressure in the
months ahead, given poor fundamentals in the economy,
there are many travellers who are looking even further
ahead, to next year’s holidays or even 2019 and beyond. If,
like these individuals, you are worried about the exchange
rate’s impact on your vacation plans then consider opening
a Global Account, which allows you to save in foreign
currency at any time of the year. Off to Greece? Then save
in euros and spend in euros? Heading to the Big Apple?
Save in dollars and spend in dollars. It’s that simple.
In addition to this, travellers who have a Multicurrency Cash Passport can transfer funds from
their Global Account and use the Cash Passport to
make purchases and withdraw from ATMs displaying
the Mastercard acceptance mark in any of the four
currencies available on the card.
SAFETY TIPS FOR TRIPS

THE INS AND OUTS OF PRIORITY PASS
While travelling abroad RMB Private Bank
clients have the option of relaxing in a variety of
independent airport lounges between flights by
making use of the complimentary Priority Pass
service courtesy of eBucks Lifestyle.
To qualify for your complimentary Priority Pass
Membership, you do need to order a Priority
Pass card online. You can do this through the
RMB Private Bank App or via eBucks.com (log in
and then select the Lifestyle tab).
It takes 17 working days to process your Priority
Pass order, so don’t leave the application
process to the last minute if you are planning to
travel in the near future.
Priority Pass gives RMB Private Bank clients
access to a network of more than 700 airport
lounges worldwide, provided you have booked
in advance and have the required reward level.
Because Priority Pass works on a tiered rewards
level, make sure to check that you qualify for the
benefit before applying by checking on the RMB
Private Bank App or calling the Service Suite on
087 575 9411. Entries which exceed the number
of complimentary visits available to you will be
billed to your account at US$27 per entrance per
person. Rather be safe and view your remaining

While you are on the road or outside the country this

available visits ahead of time via the RMB

festive season, remember that your team of dedicated

Private Bank App or eBucks.com.

RMB Private Bank support bankers are just a message
away. Connect via Secure Chat on the RMB Private
Bank App anywhere in the world and enjoy the same
convenience when banking at home.

Remember, Priority Pass is exclusively for
international airport lounge access; not for
domestic lounge access. Domestically you can
make use of the home-grown SLOW Lounge,

The RMB Private Bank App universe is fully secure,

which is found at OR Tambo International,

making transacting via the App your best option for

Lanseria International, Cape Town International

international banking transactions. Simply log on via a

and King Shaka International Airport.

secure Hotspot. Plus, for your peace of mind, enable
overseas roaming to get SMS alerts to help you
monitor your spending while travelling.
By virtue of using the RMB Private Bank App we’ll know
if you are travelling abroad, but it’s always better to be
safe than sorry so do notify your Private Banker about
your trip, where you are visiting and how long you’ll be

To view your complimentary SLOW lounge visits
available to you please log into the RMB Private
Bank App > eBucks Rewards > Airport Lounges.
Please note: If you do use a Priority Pass lounge
in South Africa the charge will be US$27 per
entrance per person.

away. This will ensure we keep a vigilant eye on your
accounts in the event of any suspicious activity.
Bear in mind that fraud is not just a South African affair
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For more information or any queries, please contact your Private Banker or contact the RMB Private Bank
Service Suite on 087 575 9411 or servicesuite@rmbprivatebank.com.
Disclaimer: The material is based on our specialists’ views inline with current market developments and is for informational purposes only.
Information pertaining to specific products or services offered by FirstRand Bank Ltd or any of its affiliates may furthermore be subject to specific
terms and conditions, which terms and conditions are subject to change from time to time.
Terms, Conditions, Rules and Standard Network Rates apply.
RMB Private Bank - a division of FirstRand Bank Limited.
An Authorised Financial Services and Credit Provider (NCRCP20). Reg. No. 1929/001225/06.

